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2What is Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)?
Electronic devices are operating in each others EM environment
cause: Physical proximity
use of common supply, data cables, …
…
Functionality of each system   may   be influenced by mutual interaction
E.M.C.
=
Capability of such systems to
• maintain functionality
• not to cause excessive emission
REQUIREMENTS
IMMUNITY EMISSION
Euhm.. EMC ?!
coupling
Interference      coupling        between systems
RADIATION CONDUCTION
Typical categorization of EMC phenomena:
• RI (1)
• CI (2)
• RE (3)
• CE (4)
Nearby
system
Test 
system
(1)
(2) (4)
(3)
(2) (1)
RxTx
mains
(1)
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3EMC can be measured !
• System compatibility can be measured or tested
• Testing immunity:
cause a known interference
check functionality !
• Measuring emission:
Measure emitted power
compare emission levels with limits
{
Perform these and other measurements 
• in a controlled environment,
• without external influence,
• guaranteeing correct and reproducible results
Which measurements?
methods?
Limits?
Test set-up?
…
STANDARDS
Formulated by international en European normalization commissions
Are applied in the framework of European directives
EMC directive
What is Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)?
EMC directive
• EMC directive 89/336/EEC harmonizes European EMC legislation
• 3/5/1989: birth
• 1/1/1992: voluntary 
• 1/1/1996: mandatory
• Essential requirements for products on the European market (Art.5 -> Annex I) :
• limited electromagnetic disturbance by emission
• adequate level of intrinsic immunity
• EMC = mandatory within European market
No national differences
goal = free market
• CE marking
Declaration of conformity (DoC)
• with all relevant European directives
• complies with essential requirements
= Responsibility of the supplier 
• conformity assessment procedure (CAP)
89/336/EEC :  until 20 July 2009
2004/108/EC:  starting from 20 July 2007
Market surveillance !
Sanctioned when proven to be 
incompliant 
SLIM
What is Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)?
4accredited testlab
Notified Body
• zelf
• precompliance Presumption of 
conformity !
CAP
• 2004/108/EC (starting from 20 juli 2007)
What is Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)?
Hierarchy within EMC normalization  (1)
• worldwide variety of EMC standards 
• apparent poor coherence
How to find your way through the maze?
• products’ field of application
• used technologies (e.g. wireless applications)
• part of product family (e.g. Medical, Automotive,…)
Taxonomy of standards:
• Product (family) standard:
• products with common characteristics
• Specific EMC requirements  (levels and limits)
• methods: references to Basic standards
• Specific product standards have higher priority then product family standard
• e.g.: Medical electrical devices (EN 60601-1-2)
• Generic standards:
• In case no product (family) standard exists
• applicable to products intended for residential or industrial environment
• test levels and limits
• Basic standards:
• referred to by generic and product standards
• description of test methods
• categorized by physical phenomenon
Normalization
5Product standard
Hierarchy within EMC normalization  (2)
Normalization
EN61000-4-2  ESD 
• Electrostatic discharge between object and EUT
=> pulse i(t) en v(t)
=> E and H-field
• Level:
• + en - 4kV, 6kV, 8kV
• Method : IEC61000-4-2
• EUT on HCP (1MΩ)
• ESD pistol
• contact:   contact first, then discharge on conducting surfaces (possibly painted)
air:          air discharge on isolated surfaces
• through coupling planes (V en H,  1MΩ )
EMC assessment - immunity
6EN61000-4-3   RI (1)
• EM fields in proximity of the EUT
- non-intentional radiators 
- intentional radiators (gsm, radio,…)
EM fields induces currents inside EUT
• Levels:
• 80 MHz – 1GHz, GSM: 800 – 960 MHz and 1.4 – 2GHz   (UMTS: 2 – 2,7GHz)
• 3V/m of 10V/m
• 80% AM, 1kHz
• Method: IEC61000-4-3
• known uniform EM field, inside anechoic chamber
Faraday cage + absorbing material
• no outside influence
• no reflections (standing waves)
• no disturbance of outside world
EMC assessment - immunity
EN61000-4-3   RI  (2)
• Test set-up (example) 
EMC assessment - immunity
7EN61000-4-3   RI  (2)
• Field uniformity calibration
• Verification of deviation in measured field strength for 16points
EMC assessment - immunity
EN61000-4-6   CI  (1)
• EM fields in proximity of EUT
Low frequencies ( 150kHz - 80MHz )
long wavelength 
cables act as passive receiving antennas
• Levels:
- 150kHz – 80MHz
- 80% AM, 1kHz
- 3V
• Method: IEC61000-4-6
• CM injection of disturbance signals
• using CDN (mains) or EM clamp,… (datacables)
• 10cm above groundplane
EMC assessment - immunity
8EN61000-4-6   CI (2)
• CDN (mains, supply lines)
• EM clamp,… (datacables)
EMC assessment - immunity
EN61000-4-4   EFT 
• Repetitive voltage pulses (fast transients), e.g. relay contact bounce, …
• Level:
0,5kV and 1 kV (5/50ns, 5kHz)
• Method: IEC61000-4-4
• Mains: CDN (direct) 
• Data cables: capacitive injection clamp
(indirect)
• DM
EMC assessment - immunity
9EN61000-4-5   Surges
• Single energy pulses
- indirect lightning strokes
- power system switching (capacitor banks)
- system faults (short circuits to earthing,…)
• Levels:
- 0,5 en 1kV (1,2/50 μs)
• Method: IEC61000-4-5
• Alternating pulses
• Through coupling network
EMC assessment - immunity
• Magnetic fields caused by presence of transformers, mains cables, electrical machines,…
• e.g. loops on PCB’s can act as receive antenna
• Voltage dips
• sudden change in loading of mains
• faults in mains network
• Test method:
controlled supply 
deviation from nominal voltage 
EN61000-4-8   Magnetic Immunity
EN61000-4-11   Voltage dips and variations
EMC assessment - immunity
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• Limits & methods
EN 55022 – ITE, Radio disturbance characteristics, limits and methods of measurement
• 30MHz – 1GHz
• Class A:    not domestic
• less stringent
• label ! 
Class B:    domestic
EMC assessment - emission
RE (1)
EN 55011: ISM (Industrial, Scientific and Medical devices)
EN 55014: Household appliances
EN 55015: electrical lighting
EN 55022: ITE
CE (1)
• Limits & method
EN 55022 – ITE, Radio disturbance characteristics, limits and methods of measurement
• 150kHz – 30MHz
• mains (AC en DC) and telecom ports
• mains
Class A :
Class B:
EN 55011: ISM
EN 55014: Household appliances
EN 55015: electrical lighting
EN 55022: ITE
EMC assessment - emission
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CE (2)
• Telecommunication ports: 
incl: connection with distributed network (PSTN, DSL, ISDN, ethernet,…)
excl: connection with subparts of EUT (RS-232, USB,…)
Class A :
Class B:
EMC assessment - emission
CE (3)
• Measurement :
• mains: LISN (Line Impedance Stabilization Network)
• defined impedance (CISPR16 – par.5.1)
• filtering of external disturbances
• Telecom ports:   coupling network, clamp, I probe, …
• CISPR22 par 9.5.2
• application dependent
• Test setup :
EMC assessment - emission
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CE (4)
• Interpretation test results
• Initially peak               
evaluation:
EMC assessment - emission
Harmonics
• AC supply
• methode: IEC61000-3-2
Disturbance of public mains network through harmonic injection
Cause: EUT acts as non-linear load
Effect:  Interference with telecom applications
heating of cable via skin-effect
…
• AC supply
• Method: IEC61000-3-3
• Voltage fluctuations caused by EUT 
Effect:  fast variations of light intensity
• Pass/fail criteria based on
• Relative voltage variation dc between 2 steady state V-levels 
• Maximum relative ∆V
Flicker
EMC assessment - emission
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the environment..
... can be harsh
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Reliability and qualification
Failure rates
• Bathtub curve:
Empirical model, showing life expectancy of product over time
Early failure: First failures, short time interval after first use: 
“dead-on-arrival”
Useful operating life: Random failures during usage
Wearout, end of life
Infant mortality
Early failure Useful life
Wearout failure
Fa
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Time
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• development, prototypes
• Qualification
• Normalized environmental parameters (IEC,EN,ISO,MILSTD,…)
• Test conditions (i.e. levels) more “realistic”
• Pass/Fail criteria
• Detection failure mechanisms by applying extreme test levels
• After repair/changes to product, tests are repeated at higher levels until 
financial or technological limits are reached
• Improvements are evaluated for meaningfulness
• Typical High level vibration, fast temperature change, shock, HALT, …
• Complementary approaches, not substituting each other  (e.g. whiskers)
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Reliability and qualification
Environmental testing – when?
Infant mortality
Early failure Useful life
Wearout failure
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Reliability and qualification
• Detection early failures by screening (ESS)
• Postproduction test, detection infant mortality 
⇒ improve reliability of delivered product group
( = Reliability acceptance testing)
• Test levels are limited,
Prevents negative influence on useful lifetime!
• E.g.: Flight models
Infant mortality
Early failure Useful life
Wearout failure
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Environmental testing – when?
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Normalisation environmental testing
IEC 60068- series
• “basic” standards for environmental testing
• Referred to from product- or sector specific standards
• contain test methodology
e.g.: preconditioning
requirements for test set-up and test infrastructure
Climatic:
• IEC 60068-2-1: Cold
• IEC 60068-2-2: Dry heat
• IEC 60068-2-13: Low air pressure
• IEC 60068-2-30: Damp heat – cyclic
• IEC60068-2-38: Composite temperature/humidity cyclic test
• IEC60068-2-78: Damp heat – steady state
• …
Mechanical:
• IEC60068-2-6: Sine vibration
• IEC60068-2-27: Shock
• IEC60068-2-29: Bump
• IEC60068-2-32: Free fall
• IEC60068-2-55: Bounce
• IEC60068-2-64: Vibration, broadband random
• …
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Case 1 : Telecom equipment
• ETSI 300 019: Environmental conditions and tests for telecommunications 
equipment
• Refers to IEC60068-series
• Structure:
• ETSI300 019-2-1: Storage
Class T1.1: Weather protected, partly temperature-controlled locations
Cold        > IEC 60068-2-1
Dry heat   > IEC 60068-2-2
Damp heat, steady state > IEC 60068-2-56
Random vibration > IEC 60068-2-64
Sine vibration > IEC 60068-2-6
Shock > IEC60068-2-27/29
Class T1.2: Weather protected, not temperature-controlled locations
Class T1.3: Non-weather protected locations
• ETSI 300 019-2-2: Transportation
Class T2.1: Very careful transportation
Cold, Dry heat, change of temperature, damp heat, damp heat cyclic
Random vibration, sine vibration, shock
Class T2.2: Careful transportation
Class T2.3: Public transportation 
• ETSI 300 019-2-3: In use
…
Normalisation environmental testing
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Case 2 : Railway applications
• EN50155:2001
• Test specifications railway applications (EMC, Mechanical, Climatic)
• Climatic test conditions:
• Dry heat, damp heat, …
-> refers to IEC60068-2-X
• Mechanical test conditions:
• EN61373
Vibration (functional level, endurance level, shock)
-> refers to EN60068-2-X
-> test levels depending on location of EUT inside 
vehicle
Case 3 : Road vehicles
• ISO16750 part 3: Mechanical loads
• Test levels random, sine, shock, free fall   
• Refers to IEC60068-2-X
• Test levels are specified in function of vehicle type / location EUT 
inside vehicle
• ISO16750 part 4: climatic loads
• identical
Normalisation environmental testing
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Normalisation environmental testing
MIL-STD-810
• Issued by USA department of defence
• Focus on military industry
• Describes different test methods ( e.g. damp heat, cyclic: method 507.3 )
• Section 1: Listing of damage mechanisms
• Section 2: Requirements for test and measuring equipment
• Often comparable with or similar to IEC60068-series
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Failure mechanisms
Climatic conditions
Potential risks during climatic qualification:
• Heat: 
Expansion of metals 
=> Indirect mechanical stress en deformations
=> Exceeding material tolerances
=> Weakening of supporting structure 
• Thermal cycling
Heating inside structure occurs gradually across different internal 
compartments 
=> direct failures or deformation after returning to ambient temperature
• Low air pressure
Mechanical damage or leakage caused by ∆P
Combination environmental influences:
• Low air pressure and high temperature
Low air pressure 
=> heat conductivity of air is reduced 
=> overheating!
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Failure mechanisms
Mechanical conditions
Potential risks mechanical qualification:
• fractures
• Permanent deformation
• Material fatigue
• wear (structural or visual aspects)
• Shift in resonance frequencies
Example test plan:
1) Determine mechanical “signature” EUT by performing resonance 
search
2) Endurance testing (vibration, shock, shake&bake, …)
3) Repeat resonance search, followed by analysis frequency shifts
=> change in dynamic response EUT 
= indicator for change in mechanical structure 
Combination environmental parameters:
• “Shake & bake”: specific mechanical material properties at different  
temperatures
• …
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Failure mechanisms
Mechanical conditions - examples
• Loss of contact component on PCB
caused by mechanical stress (sine and random vibration)
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Failure mechanisms
Climatic conditions - examples
• Deformation after high RH% followed by Cold
19
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Combined failure mechanisms
EMC after climatic qualification
1. Corrosion effect on metals due to oxidation
• Rapid simulation: EN60068-2-11 (57): salt mist (cyclic)
EN60068-2-30: damp heat, cyclic
• Example where CuNi was used instead of Stainless steel, due to delivery issues:
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Combined failure mechanisms
EMC after climatic qualification
2. T° and %RH effects on gaskets for EMC shielding
• damp heat, cold storage, etc.
• Deformation and loosening of gaskets
3. T° related deformation effects on enclosures
20
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Combined failure mechanisms
EMC after climatic qualification
Combined effects:
• Equipotential of enclosure changed
• Metal conductivity changed
⇒ Shielding effectiveness changed
⇒ Failure on RE
⇒ Possible failure on RI
⇒ Influence on ESD current path
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Combined failure mechanisms
EMC after climatic qualification
Possible solutions:
• Choice of metal
• Coatings or galvanised steel:
remark: non-conductive coatings are to be avoided
when related to EMI grounding
21
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Combined failure mechanisms
Vibration after Safety qualification
Test sample qualified for environmental testing
Assessment for abnormal conditions (acc. EN60950)
• Single fault conditions (short on 5V DC power in secundary circuit)
• Evaluation: failure; risk of possible heating of power supply due to lacking failsafe
system
=> adjusted design: additional PCB with relays, switching off power when
single fault conditions are detected
Mechanical qualification repeated:
Mechanical vibration (based on EN60068-2-6)
switching of relays, due to resonance on additional PCB
=> unintentional power-off switching
=> redesign required to meet both specifications !
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Combined failure mechanisms
EMC redesign before vibration testing
PCB redesign with additional capacitors after EMC and LVD evaluation
Mechanical qualification repeated:
=> PCB ‘heavier’ in comparison with previous design
=> resonating effect of PCB
=> damage to component
PCB support needs adjustment…
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Combined failure mechanisms
Passive filtering with ferrite beads
Additional ferrite beads as passive filters
=> changes force on cable connector ending
=> might introduce loosening of connector due to high density
during vibration qualification
Need further information ?
www.labodenayer.be
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Sine vibration
• Swept sine test:
• Sine shaped movement with variation in frequency
• Specifications:
• Frequentiedomain (Hz)
• Amplitude:  A: acceleration (gn of m/s2), 
V: velocity (m/s) of 
D: displacement (mm)
• Sweep rate (Oct/min)
• # sweeps
• Test infrastructure:
• ED shaker + measurement and control system (5 up to ca.3000Hz)
• Measurement of resonances inside structure (detection of failures and/or search for 
resonance freq’s)
• Resonance: object vibration at same freq but higher level then injected
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Sine vibration
• Example:
Sine sweep
Measurement system
24
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Sine vibration
• Results:
37gn @ 14Hz
51,6gn @ 22,5Hz
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Sine vibration
• Relationship with EMC:
EN60068-2-6 in comparison with EN61000-4-3 and -4-6 (RI and CI)
• Frequency range (Hz)
• Level (V/m, V, g, m/s, mm)
• Sweep rate (freq step %, Oct//min)
• Comparable effects: resonating cavities,…
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Shock 
• Non-repetitive impact test
(in use, transportation,…)
• Specifications:
• Acceleration (g)
• Shock period (ms)
• # schocks
Bump
• Repetitive impact test 
(transportation, automotive equipment,…)
• Specifications:
• Acceleration (g)
• Shock period (ms)
• # bumps
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Shock & Bump
• Relationship with EMC:  transient phenomena
• MIL STD 810E method 516.4 proc V in comparison with EN61000-4-2 (ESD)
• EN60068-2-27 (shock)  in comparison with EN61000-4-5 (Surges) and 
EN61000-4-4 (EFT)
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Bounce
• Simulation of random shocks during transportation of specimen,
packed as loose cargo in vehicles, moving across irregular terrains
• Specifications:
• Test time
• Rotational velocity and displacement
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Random vibration
• Simultaneous excitation of different resonances
with random variation in amplitude and faze of each individual freq over time
• Specifications:
• Frequency spectrum (Hz)
• Levels: PSD (g2/Hz) per frequency band    (total surface of curve = gRMS)
PSD in g2/Hz = acceleration, normalized to 1Hz BW
• Time 
• Combinations:
• Random vibration with fixed sine tones (simulation helicopter transportation), …
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www.labodenayer.be
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